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market-based action across stationary, mobile, and building emission sources. This true market-based approach also ensures that
physical investment will match with financial risk management
strategies to diminish volatility and achieve the desired result.
Other financial derivatives wrapped around trading schemes do
not provide that comfort, and limit the return and benefits to narrow sectors of society and create distortions in markets.
The consequences of a developed and imposed carbon tax
should be consistently offset against other less desirable business
and individual taxes striving for revenue neutrality. The revenues should never be converted into sources of new funding for
grand social programs or legislative earmarks that benefit political elites, instead of benefiting true markets, U.S. companies,
industries, and the underlying public policy objectives of the
carbon tax operating in a global economy. Carbon can become a
driver for innovation and job creation and technology advancement in the 21st century as opposed to being a mere externality.
Success will depend upon the choices we make managing the
laws of science, economics, and politics with balance and true
protection of U.S. markets and industry. In addressing honestly
the greatest market failure of the 20th century, we can create an
economic renaissance built on sustainable and sound technology
and business practices.
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The Thirsty Rio Grande:
Sustainable Water Planning
Along the Rio Grande in the Age
of Global Warming
by Matthew Padilla*

T

he snow that falls in the Rockies’ Sierra Sangre de Cristo
range holds water during the winter months, slowly
releasing water over the spring and summer months into
the tributaries and aquifers that feed the Rio Grande basin.1 As
the climate continues to warm, the ability of the Rio Grande basin
to replenish itself may become increasingly threatened as snowpack decreases and evaporation rates increase.2 Past droughts
and environmental catastrophes are archeologically preserved in
the ruins of ancient southwestern cities such as Chaco Canyon3
and serve as dire warnings of what may occur in a dryer climate.
As the Southwest prepares for population growth and increased
water scarcity, Albuquerque and El Paso’s stories illustrate how
the destinies of all the communities in the Rio Grande valley are
intertwined.
In the 1980s, New Mexico and the city of El Paso litigated
and negotiated water rights in federal court and before the New
Mexico State Engineer.4 New Mexico’s “beneficial use” provision in its state Constitution and related water management statutes place strict restrictions on water exports.5 Eventually, New
Mexico was not compelled to provide its water to El Paso, thus
allowing farmers and cities in the state to keep part of an already
limited supply of water from booming El Paso.6 As a result, El
Paso was forced to pump more water out of its aquifer in the
Hueco Bolson. El Paso and Ciudad Juarez, which both draw
water from the Hueco Bolson water basin, have been estimated
to have as little as two years of freshwater remaining in their
aquifer and both face population growth.7
El Paso is experiencing increased growth because of military base realignments, which will add nearly 28,000 soldiers,
not to mention their families, to Fort Bliss through 2013.8 With
limited groundwater or water from the Rio Grande to sustain
growth, the city of El Paso turned to the federal government and
Senator Kay Bailey Hutchinson (R-TX) for federal assistance.9
The solution was the largest inland desalination plant in the
world, meant to treat the remaining brackish ground water and
ensure El Paso’s future growth.10 It is estimated that depleting
the Hueco will enable the city of El Paso to maintain an estimated fifty years of projected growth.11 The Hueco, however, is
not easily recharged and there appear to be no plans for the city
if the Hueco is tapped dry.
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to global warming.21 Such preparation is vital if the communities of the Rio Grande are to continue using the available water
for the beneficial use of all in the warmer future. Regardless of
the outcome, as snowpack lessens and evaporation increases, the
thirsty Rio Grande will have less to share with the communities
she sustains.

Endnotes:
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Sustainable Future (June 2006), available at http://www.westgov.org/wga/
publicat/Water06.pdf (last visited Jan. 11, 2008).

The lifeblood of multiple communities is the Rio Grande. Above is a portion of
the Rio Grande Valley State Park near downtown Albuquerque. Photo taken by
Matthew Padilla.

North of El Paso, Albuquerque, New Mexico’s largest
city, is urgently trying to balance growth and make use of the
San Juan-Chama diversion project instead of tapping its finite
aquifer. Through a series of mountain pipes and dams, the
project diverts New Mexico’s water from the Colorado River
basin southwards towards Albuquerque via the Rio Grande.12
The project was spearheaded by former Senator Dennis Chavez
(D-NM) and signed into law by President Kennedy in 1961.13
Senator Chavez spent nearly three decades of his Senate career
working to pass the diversion project as a safeguard against
drought.14
Albuquerque, after learning that its aquifer was smaller
than previously believed, has begun to rely on the additional
San Juan-Chama water as a primary potable water source.15 It is
believed that the San Juan-Chama diversion project will enable
Albuquerque to sustain predicted growth for the next sixty years
without draining its aquifer.16 In addition to the diversion project, the city of Albuquerque has curtailed its water use by over
thirty-percent in the past decade and begun efforts to promote
increased water awareness and eco-friendly development.17
Albuquerque is experiencing rapid growth rates, and will have
to contend with proposed developments which will place greater
strain on its water supplies.18
Population growth is not the only variable affecting the sustainability of water supplies along the Rio Grande. Exacerbating
the problems posed by population growth, climate change has
the potential to derail any planning in the Rio Grande basin that
is based on current water models.19 Declining water supplies
due to decreased snowpack and increased evaporation in the Rio
Grande system will lead to less water and increased litigation
over what is left. Ensuring there is enough water for all entities
could impact agricultural land availability and result in bidding
wars over water rights between stakeholders as has been the case
in other water-scarce regions.20
How the states monitor available water in light of global
warming is also important. The Chair of the Senate Energy and
Natural Resources committee Senator Bingaman (D-NM) and
senior member Senator Domenici (R-NM) have both called for
an accounting of western water in light of increased stress due
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